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Abstract: Methods from supervised machine learning allow the classification of new data automatically and are
tremendously helpful for data analysis. The quality of supervised maching learning depends not only on the type
of algorithm used, but also on the quality of the labelled dataset used to train the classifier. Labelling instances
in a training dataset is often done manually relying on selections and annotations by expert analysts, and is often
a tedious and time-consuming process. Active learning algorithms can automatically determine a subset of data
instances for which labels would provide useful input to the learning process. Interactive visual labelling techniques
are a promising alternative, providing effective visual overviews from which an analyst can simultaneously explore
data records and select items to a label. By putting the analyst in the loop, higher accuracy can be achieved in
the resulting classifier. While initial results of interactive visual labelling techniques are promising in the sense that
user labelling can improve supervised learning, many aspects of these techniques are still largely unexplored. This
paper presents a study conducted using the mVis tool to compare three interactive visualisations, similarity map,
scatterplot matrix (SPLOM), and parallel coordinates, with each other and with active learning for the purpose of
labelling a multivariate dataset. The results show that all three interactive visual labelling techniques surpass active
learning algorithms in terms of classifier accuracy, and that users subjectively prefer the similarity map over SPLOM
and parallel coordinates for labelling. Users also employ different labelling strategies depending on the visualisation
used.
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1 Introduction

Labelling is assigning a class from the label al-
phabet to an instance (a record) in a multivariate
dataset. Supervised machine learning algorithms,
such as classifiers (Bishop, 2006), must be trained on
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a labelled dataset to perform. These methods learn
how to generalise new data based on existing known
data examples, which are provided with a class la-
bel. Creating a training dataset is essential to find a
small subset of a dataset that delivers the best accu-
racy for the classifier. Although labelling a dataset
is necessary, it can be a dull, time-consuming, and
expensive task.

To address this problem, active learning can
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help the analyst by suggesting instances to la-
bel (Settles, 2009). Active learning algorithms ef-
fectively reduce the number of records that need to
be interactively labelled. Active learning techniques
require heuristics for record selection, which often
depend on the classification problems or data char-
acteristics. Furthermore, the interactive visual la-
belling (VIAL) (Bernard et al., 2018c) tools build
explorable visual overviews on top of active learning
algorithms and can outperform classic active learn-
ing techniques in term of accuracy (Bernard et al.,
2018a). Such combined tools allow an analyst to la-
bel a multivariate dataset in a visual environment,
while receiving feedback and guidance from the sys-
tem. Based on the overall data characteristics per-
ceived by the analyst, conscious choices can be made
as to what distinguishes groups of data, how many
groups there should be, and how many representa-
tive records can be labelled. Immediate feedback
can be given regarding the current set of labelled
records, for example, by visualising changes and im-
provements to the given classifier in response to the
given changes in labelling. Thereby, users can also
obtain an understanding of which choices affect the
classifiers, and hence contribute to understandable
and explainable machine learning models.

Since there are multiple visualisation and in-
teraction techniques, the following research question
arises: how do characteristics of these techniques and
datasets affect performance and user experience for
interactive visual labelling tasks? This key question
will be broken down into several sub-questions in
Section 4.1. To address them, this paper describes a
comparative user study of three well-known interac-
tive visualisation techniques for visual labelling: sim-
ilarity map, scatterplot matrix (SPLOM), and paral-
lel coordinates (Inselberg, 1985). Using the existing
mVis visual data exploration tool (Chegini et al.,
2019a), nine machine learning experts labelled two
multivariate datasets in each of these three views
separately. The quantitative measures from these
tasks are accumulated and compared to each other
and to active learning algorithms. In addition, the
techniques are compared to each other in terms of
user experience. The results confirm that involving
the user in labelling using visual exploration facili-
ties can improve the machine learning process and
enhance model understanding.

2 Related work

Semi-supervised machine learning algorithms
require some initial labelled instances (data records),
and later the system acquires further labelled in-
stances with the help of the oracle (i.e., analyst).
Active learning (AL) strategies provide guidance by
asking the analyst to label those instances, which
might provide better differentiation. Common active
learning strategies include smallest margin (Schef-
fer et al., 2001; Wu et al., 2006), entropy-based
sampling (Settles and Craven, 2008), and least sig-
nificant confidence (Culotta and McCallum, 2005).
These three strategies are fast, and are commonly
used as uncertainly sampling active learning strate-
gies (Bernard et al., 2018b). For the robustness of
the experiment, in this paper, all three techniques
are included in the comparison with interactive vi-
sual techniques.

In contrast, supervised machine learning algo-
rithms require a sufficient number of labelled in-
stances at the beginning. Classification techniques,
such as random forest (Ho, 1995), are among these
algorithms. Classifiers are an essential part of both
active learning algorithms and interactive visual la-
belling strategies. Classifiers are used to provide vi-
sual feedback to the user during interactive labelling.
In this paper, to remove any potential bias, random
forest is used as the classification technique for both
active learning algorithms and interactive visual la-
belling techniques.

To date, multiple strategies for interactive visual
labelling have been proposed. For example, Heimerl
et al. (2012) incorporated active learning for inter-
active visual labelling of text documents. Höferlin
et al. (2012) introduced interactive learning, which
extends active learning to a visual analytics process
for building ad hoc training classifiers. Bernard et al.
(2018c) proposed VIAL, a unified process combin-
ing model based AL strategies with visual analytics
techniques. Interactive visual labelling strategies in-
tegrate various machine learning and visual analytics
strategies to label an unlabelled dataset, so it can be
used to train a machine learning model. Bernard
et al. (2018a) ran an experiment to show that in-
teractive visual labelling strategies can outperform
pure active learning algorithms in terms of perfor-
mance and accuracy. Later, Chegini et al. (2019a)
integrated interactive labelling into mVis, a tool built
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based on previous work by Shao et al. (2017) and
Chegini et al. (2018). mVis provides visual anal-
ysis of high-dimensional data using multiple coor-
dinated views, including similarity maps, SPLOM,
and parallel coordinates. Interactive labelling func-
tionality of mVis allows users to create and name
groups (classes) and add instances to them. Filter-
ing and colour-coding support efficient comparison
of the labelled groups across the different views. In a
preliminary study (Chegini et al., 2019b), mVis was
found to be intuitive and usable, helping analysts
gain insight into their data, and hence provided a
sound technical basis for the comparative study.

3 Methods

Using mVis, the performance of three different
visualisation techniques for labelling a multivariate
dataset was compared. Fig. 1 shows mVis with a two-
class subset of the MNIST dataset (LeCun et al.,
1998). Since prior studies have shown that users
prefer t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding
(t-SNE) over principal component analysis (PCA)
and multidimensional scaling (MDS) for interactive
visual labelling, t-SNE (van der Maaten and Hinton,
2008) is used for the similarity map.

For SPLOM, all bivariate combinations are
shown in a matrix, and the user can select any of
them to examine more closely in the scatterplot view.
In the parallel coordinates view, the analyst can re-
arrange or invert dimensions and filter out records.

In general use, mVis allows the analyst to se-
lect one or multiple instances for labelling. Every
time a set of instances are labelled, the Weka (a
data mining software) implementation of a random
forest classifier (Hall et al., 2009) runs in the back-
ground and suggests potential labels for all currently
unlabelled instances by colour-coding according to
their suggested class. Instances whose labels have
been confirmed by the user are made visually distinct
from instances with labels suggested by the classifier.
Confirmed instances are shown as crosses in the scat-
terplots and similarity map and as thick lines in the
parallel coordinates. Suggestions are shown as solid
circles in the scatterplots and similarity map and as
thin lines in the parallel coordinates. For the experi-
ment described in this paper, the user was restricted
to selecting a single instance at each step, which was
then assigned its pre-assigned class.

Later, to assess the classification performance
of the interactive visual labelling techniques, three
methods were used: active learning, greedy selection,

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

Fig. 1 mVis tool (Chegini et al., 2019a): (a) SPLOM; (b) detailed scatterplot; (c) similarity map; (d) parallel
coordinates; (e) currently defined classes
Using the MNIST2 dataset, instances are colour-coded by class, here green for 1’s and blue for 0’s. Instances with confirmed
labels are shown as crosses in the scatterplots and similarity map and as thick lines in the parallel coordinates. Suggestions
from the classifier are shown as solid circles in the scatterplots and similarity map and as thin lines in the parallel coordinates.
References to color refer to the online version of this figure
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and random selection. Three active learning meth-
ods were used, smallest margin, entropy-based sam-
pling, and least significant confidence, and the aver-
age accuracy in each step was used to compare the
results. For the greedy method, the classifier was
run for all possible instances for labelling, and the
one with the best accuracy was selected. Greedy se-
lection represents the best possible labelling result,
and is the theoretical upper limit of what could be
achieved by any visual labelling technique or active
learning strategy. The random selection of instances
was run 200 times, and the average accuracy in each
step was used to compare the results. Random se-
lection represents a practical lower limit for the ac-
curacy that a classifier should achieve.

The work of Bernard et al. (2018a) was cho-
sen to describe the strategies of users for select-
ing labelling candidates. Selection strategies were
first grouped into data- and model-centred strate-
gies. Data-centred strategies focus on the character-
istics of data instances and include dense areas first,
centroid first, equal spread, cluster borders, outliers,
and ideal label. Model-centred strategies rely on
visual feedback of the current state of the classifica-
tion model and include class distribution minimisa-
tion, class borders, class intersection, and class out-
liers. In addition to the strategies defined by Bernard
et al. (2018a), in this paper, another strategy was ob-
served, which was named visual centre. Here, users
would select instances in the centre of the visualisa-
tion on which they were currently focused.

4 Study design

A comparative experiment was conducted to
evaluate the effectiveness of three individual visu-
alisation techniques for interactive labelling, based
on which records were selected by test users for la-
belling. The three techniques were similarity map,
SPLOM with scatterplot for a detailed view, and par-
allel coordinates. The comparison was both quanti-
tative and qualitative.

4.1 Research questions

The study addressed four main research
questions:

RQ1: How do three individual visualisation
techniques (similarity map, SPLOM, and parallel
coordinates) compare in terms of accuracy of the

resulting classifier?
RQ2: How does interactive visual labelling with

the three visualisation techniques compare to non-
interactive labelling based on AL selection?

RQ3: Which of the three visualisation tech-
niques are rated higher by users in terms of user expe-
rience and confidence during the selection of records
to label?

RQ4: Do users adopt different labelling strate-
gies depending on the visualisation being used?

The user was asked to choose 30 instances for
labelling, one instance at a time, each of which was
then labelled with its (correct) pre-assigned label
from the ground truth.

Regarding RQ1, the accuracy of the classifier
was computed each time after an instance had been
chosen for labelling using the current training set
(i.e., the set of records with confirmed labels at a
particular point in time). The accuracy is simply
the number of correct predictions divided by the
total number of predictions. This experiment was
concerned with which instances users chose to label,
not with the actual labels which were then assigned.
Hence, users were not actually asked to assign a label,
simply to confirm the correct label from the ground
truth (Fig. 2). To this end, after a user had chosen an
instance to label, a pop-up window appeared show-
ing the (pre-assigned) label for that instance, and
the user was simply asked for confirmation. Once
the label had been confirmed, the classifier ran in the
background to refresh the suggested labels for cur-
rently labelled instances. Participants were provided
neither with guidance nor with any AL suggestions
about which instance to label next, but were asked to
choose freely without time constraints. Participants
were also not informed about the accuracy of the
model as they worked, but they were shown a chart
about accuracy after they had finished working with
each dataset.

Regarding RQ2, the three active learning al-
gorithms were run for each dataset, and the accu-
racy of the resulting classifier was calculated for each
step, and then averaged over all three AL algorithms.
This provides the baseline for comparison. The rat-
ings for RQ3 were collected after the three visuali-
sation had been investigated for each dataset. The
labelling strategies used by each user for RQ4 were
determined by analysing the thinking aloud protocol,
screen recording, and interview responses.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 2 SPLOM with scatterplot visualisation of the WB dataset used by a test participant
Instances are colour-coded by class. Instances with confirmed labels are shown as crosses, and suggestions from the classifier
are shown as solid circles. The user has selected the scatterplot of life expectancy vs. male employment (red box) in the
SPLOM (a) and has selected the instance of Kuwait for labelling in the detailed scatterplot view (b). The dialogue (c) asks
the user to confirm the label for that instance. References to color refer to the online version of this figure

4.2 Datasets

Three datasets were used in this study. The first
dataset is a two-class subset of the classic MNIST
dataset (LeCun et al., 1998), comprising images of
hand-written digits in one of two classes: 0 and 1.
It was used to explain mVis to the participants in
the tutorials phase of east test session. The 784
dimensions of the original dataset were reduced to
12 by PCA (Jolliffe, 2002) and named D1 through
D12. The test dataset comprised 200 records with
100 records in each class. This dataset will be re-
ferred to as the MNIST2 dataset and is shown in
Fig. 1.

The second dataset is an MNIST dataset with
50 records in each of four classes (200 records in
total), representing digits 0, 1, 6, and 7. Like the
first dataset, this dataset was reduced to 12 dimen-
sions with PCA. This dataset will be referred to as
the MNIST4 dataset. Figs. 3a and 4a show this
dataset in parallel coordinates and a similarity map,
respectively.

The third dataset is a socio-economic sta-
tistical dataset published by the World Bank
(https://data.worldbank.org/country). Each record
is a country. The 10 dimensions represent attributes
such as urban population, life expectancy, access to
electricity, and so on. The 192 records (countries) are
unevenly classified into one of four economic classes:
lower income, lower-middle income, upper-middle

income, and high income. This dataset will be re-
ferred to as the WB dataset. Figs. 2, 3b, and 4b
show this dataset in SPLOM with scatterplot, par-
allel coordinates, and a similarity map, respectively.

4.3 Participants and setup

The study was carried out in a quiet lab. Ten
participants were initially recruited for the study,
but one was later eliminated from the analysis due
to technical problems. Among the nine remaining

(a)

(b)
Fig. 3 Parallel coordinates visualisations of the
MNIST4 (a) and WB (b) datasets
Instances are colour-coded by class. Instances with con-
firmed labels are shown as thick lines, and suggestions from
the classifier are shown as thin lines
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participants, three were female and six were male
with a median age of 29 years old. All participants
were familiar with machine learning and scatterplot
visualisations. Two-thirds (6 of 9) were familiar with
SPLOM and parallel coordinates. Two-thirds (a dif-
ferent 6 of 9) had previous experience in labelling
multivariate datasets.

During their test session, participants were
asked to think aloud, and to ask questions if they ex-
perienced any difficulties. At the end of this session,
participants were encouraged to make suggestions
for improvement. On average, each session lasted
around 55 min, with the shortest and longest being
43 and 78 min, respectively. All sessions were cap-
tured by screen recording, and three sessions were
additionally recorded with an external video camera
for later analysis.

4.4 Procedure and tasks

The test procedure with each participant com-
prised four phases:

1. Opening: introduction and background
questionnaire.

2. Tutorial: demonstration of mVis and practice
with the MNIST2 dataset.

3. Test session: six experimental conditions,
labelling each of the two datasets with each of the
three visualisations.

4. Closing: interview with the participants.
In the first phase, the facilitator explained the

purpose of the study and the participants then filled
out a background questionnaire. The question-
naire included four binary (yes/no) questions. In
these questions, it was asked whether the participant
had used machine learning algorithms, scatterplots,
SPLOM, and parallel coordinates.

(a) (b)
Fig. 4 Similarity maps of the MNIST4 (a) and WB
(b) datasets
Different colours indicate different classes. Instances with
confirmed labels are shown as crosses, and suggestions by
the classifier are shown as solid circles. References to color
refer to the online version of this figure

In the second phase, the facilitator first demon-
strated the functionality of mVis with the MNIST2
dataset, explaining each of the three visualisation
techniques and labelling two of the records. Then,
users were asked to label a further 28 records using
all three visualisations.

In the third phase, each test user performed the
labelling task for each of the two datasets (MNIST4
and WB) with each of the three visualisations (sim-
ilarity map, SPLOM with scatterplot, and parallel
coordinates). Each visualisation was maximised to
full screen. The presentation order of these six ex-
perimental conditions was grouped by the dataset
but otherwise counterbalanced, as shown in Table 1.
In each experimental condition, the test participant
was asked to choose 30 instances for labelling (one
after the other), which were then assigned their pre-
assigned label (class). The experimental conditions
were grouped by the dataset. One dataset was
loaded, and labelling was completed with the three
visualisations. Then the second dataset was loaded
for the final three visualisations. After each dataset
had been explored with all three visualisations, test
participants were asked to rate their experience and
confidence in labelling the records for each visualisa-
tion: (Q1) From 1 to 5, how do you rate the labelling
experience with the visualisation technique? (Q2)
From 1 to 5, how confident were you when select-
ing a new record with the visualisation technique?
(1 was the worst and 5 the best rating) In Q1, it
was clarified to participants to rate the experience
of interactive labelling and not the ease of the user
interface or other aspects.

Finally, in the fourth phase, the facilitator inter-
viewed the test participants about their experience

Table 1 Presentation order of experimental
conditions

Test Experimental condition

participant C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6

TP1 M-S M-X M-P W-S W-X W-P
TP2 M-S M-P M-X W-S W-P W-X
TP3 M-X M-S M-P W-X W-S W-P
TP4 W-P W-S W-X M-P M-S M-X
TP5 W-P W-X W-S M-P M-X M-S
TP6 W-X W-P W-S M-X M-P M-S
TP7 M-X M-P M-S W-X W-P W-S
TP8 W-X W-S W-P M-X M-S M-P
TP9 M-P M-S M-X W-P W-S W-X

M: MNIST4 dataset; W: WB dataset. S: similarity map;
X: SPLOM with scatterplot; P: parallel coordinates
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and encouraged them to offer any feedback or
suggestions they might have.

5 Results

The results of the study will be discussed for
each of the three visualisation techniques (similarity
map, SPLOM with scatterplot, and parallel coordi-
nates) in terms of the four research questions from
Section 4.1.

5.1 Similarity map

In terms of accuracy (RQ1), the similarity map
outperformed SPLOM with scatterplot and parallel
coordinates when using both the MNIST4 and WB
datasets (Fig. 5).

Compared with active learning (RQ2), the simi-
larity map consistently outperformed active learning
for both datasets (Fig. 6).

Regarding the ratings of users (RQ3), the simi-
larity map was rated higher than the other two visu-
alisation techniques, in terms of both labelling expe-
rience and selection confidence (Fig. 7). Indeed, for
labelling experience with the MNIST4 dataset, the
mean rating of the similarity map was statistically
significantly higher than that of the other two visu-
alisations. All other differences in mean ratings were
not statistically significant.

For both rating questions, the similarity map
was rated slightly higher for the MNIST4 dataset
than for the WB dataset. The reason could be
that the clusters in the MNIST4 dataset were more
distinct and visible than those in the WB dataset,
as shown in Fig. 4b. This problem persists even
when the projection algorithm for the similarity map
is changed from t-SNE to PCA or MDS (Kruskal,
1964).

When using the similarity map, the strategies
used by participants (RQ4) were similar to strate-
gies observed during previous studies (Bernard et al.,
2018a). In the similarity map, users tended to find
distinct clusters from the beginning using the cen-
troid first strategy. Therefore, the similarity map
technique suffered less from the bootstrap problem
(Fig. 5). After identifying distinct clusters, users
tried to find outliers and make clear borders. The
second main strategy used by participants was class
intersection, i.e., selecting records that are in the
wrong visual section. These records are closer to
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Fig. 5 Accuracy of visual labelling depending on the
interactive visualisation techniques for the MNIST4
(a) and WB (b) datasets
The x-axis (step number) represents the cumulative number
of instances already labelled. Greedy selection (green) rep-
resents a theoretical upper limit. Random selection (black)
represents a practical lower limit. References to color refer
to the online version of this figure

a different cluster than their own. Based on the
observations, identifying suspected incorrectly la-
belled records in a similarity map was found to be
a rather well-defined task by the participants. Note
that the accuracy of these labelling strategies de-
pends on the quality of the similarity map, e.g.,
how faithfully distances in the high-dimensional data
space are preserved in the two-dimensional projec-
tion space. An interesting variant for a future exper-
iment would be to include measures for projection
quality in the similarity map, for which different vi-
sualisation techniques exist (Schreck et al., 2010).

5.2 SPLOM with scatterplot

Regarding the accuracy of the technique (RQ1),
SPLOM with scatterplot performed slightly worse
than the similarity map with both datasets, but
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Fig. 6 Accuracy of the three interactive visual labelling techniques compared with active learning (red lines)
for the MNIST4 and WB datasets: (a) similarity map (MNIST4); (b) SPLOM with scatterplot (MNIST4);
(c) parallel coordinates (MNIST4); (d) similarity map (WB); (e) SPLOM with scatterplot (WB); (f) parallel
coordinates (WB)
The semi-transparent coloured areas show the 25% and 75% quartiles. References to color refer to the online version of this
figure
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Fig. 7 Mean ratings of labelling experience (a) and selection confidence (b) for each of the three visualisations
on a scale of 1 (worst) to 5 (best)

slightly better than parallel coordinates with the
MNIST4 dataset and similar to parallel coordinates
with the WB dataset (Fig. 5). The advantage of
SPLOM compared to similarity map and parallel co-
ordinates is that it suffered less from the bootstrap
problem.

SPLOM with scatterplot outperformed the AL
techniques (RQ2) for both datasets (Fig. 6).

Regarding the ratings of users (RQ3), the
SPLOM with scatterplot technique was rated slightly
lower than similarity map and slightly higher than
parallel coordinates for both rating questions and
with both datasets (Fig. 7). However, the only statis-
tically significant difference is the lower mean rating
for labelling experience of SPLOM with scatterplot
compared to that of similarity map with the MNIST4
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dataset. Regardless of the ratings for both datasets
being similar, users stated that selecting candidates
with the WB dataset was easier, since the dimension
names were semantically meaningful and therefore
more understandable.

Regarding the labelling strategy (RQ4), when
using the SPLOM with scatterplot technique, users
first attempted to find a scatterplot with well-spread
records and then used the centroid first strategy on
this scatterplot. Later, some users selected scatter-
plots with well-separated clusters. Others preferred
to select scatterplots, which lacked well-separated
clusters, and attempted to separate them. Some
users tried brushing and linking to find outliers.
Most users tended to select a single scatterplot and
continued to use it instead of changing to a differ-
ent scatterplot. With the MNIST4 dataset, which
lacks semantically meaningful dimensions, users se-
lected a scatterplot with a clearer visual pattern, for
example, linear. Furthermore, users often selected
scatterplots located in the centre of the SPLOM and
ignored those in the outer reaches.

In general, users select scatterplots from
SPLOM in the following order: (1) Scatterplots have
a specific pattern (for example, linear); (2) Scat-
terplots have well-separated classes; (3) Scatterplots
have overlapping classes; (4) If the dimensions have
semantically meaningful labels, users select an in-
teresting pair of dimensions based on the context;
(5) Users randomly select scatterplots located in the
centre of SPLOM.

The disadvantage of the SPLOM with scatter-
plot technique is that it has many false positives.
That is, clusters were not always visible and well
separated, which confused some users. Moreover,
the SPLOM technique was sometimes overwhelming
for users.

5.3 Parallel coordinates

Understanding parallel coordinates was hard for
the users, mainly due to their lack of experience with
this technique. Participants who were familiar with
parallel coordinates performed better and were more
confident during the experiment. Identifying pat-
terns was difficult, particularly with the MNIST4
dataset. Furthermore, parallel coordinates tended to
be more cluttered, and therefore selections became
more random over time. Some users were frustrated
when they were forced to select points from parallel

coordinates. On the one hand, one of the advan-
tages of parallel coordinates was that it well guided
the user’s visual attention to extremes (peaks and
valleys), enabling the users to easily identify these
values. Furthermore, when users attempted to make
borders for clusters in one single axis, using parallel
coordinates was beneficial. On the other hand, one
disadvantage of parallel coordinates was its lack of
visual feedback, as stated by some users. Moreover,
since users often focused on the centre of visuali-
sation, the ordering of the axes was important when
using parallel coordinates. Observations showed that
if users rearranged the order of the axes, their expe-
rience could improve.

Regarding the accuracy of the classifier (RQ1),
parallel coordinates performed as poorly as SPLOM
with scatterplot with the MNIST4 dataset and
slightly worse than SPLOM with scatterplot with the
WB dataset. Parallel coordinates also suffered from
the bootstrap problem, due to the users’ tendency
to select extreme values (peak and valleys) in the
beginning and ignore the middle records, which usu-
ally included lower-middle income and upper-middle
income countries.

Parallel coordinates outperformed AL (RQ2) in
both datasets, although AL catched up as more in-
stances were labelled (Fig. 6).

Regarding user ratings (RQ3), parallel coordi-
nates received the lowest ratings, in terms of both
labelling experience and selection confidence for both
datasets (Fig. 7). The only statistically significant
difference is the much lower mean rating for la-
belling experience for parallel coordinates compared
to that for the similarity map with the MNIST4
dataset. However, the mean can be misleading. Half
of the users rated parallel coordinates 5 when ap-
plied to the WB dataset, while the other half rated it
poorly. The observations and interviews confirmed
that some users strongly preferred parallel coordi-
nates when the clusters were well separated, whilst
others favoured other techniques.

In terms of the labelling strategy (RQ4), par-
ticipants carried out the following strategies when
using parallel coordinates: (1) selecting records on
a single axis based on the values, (2) focusing on a
combination of two axes, i.e., a line, (3) focusing on
the shape of the polyline or general picture in three
or more axes, (4) focusing on peaks and valleys, and
(5) randomly selecting records on one axis or on a
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line between two axes. The users’ main strategy was
to select extreme values in an axis located in the
centre of the visualisation. The density first strategy
was a common strategy used by the participants.
At the beginning of the tasks, 60% of the partici-
pants used the default order of the axes, and 40%
customised the order (mVis allows to reorder axes
interactively). Users rarely changed the order of the
axes afterwards. When using parallel coordinates,
users paid less attention to having an equal spread
strategy, and therefore the clusters were more im-
balanced. Users also tried to identify class borders;
however, finding such borders was difficult in the
MNIST4 dataset.

When using the parallel coordinates technique,
some users occasionally became frustrated and se-
lected random records located in the visual centre
of the plots. A recurring problem was the users’
tendency to select outliers, leading to the bootstrap
problem, as shown in Fig. 5. Furthermore, users
selected higher values (peaks) more than lower val-
ues (valleys), which leads to an imbalance in the
selection of peaks and valleys. When using parallel
coordinates, users deployed the ideal labels strategy
more than when using other techniques.

6 Discussion

The results of the study are promising as they
show that the classification performance of interac-
tive visual labelling techniques can outperform those
of AL selection strategies. As shown in Fig. 6, with
the WB dataset, all three visualisations perform bet-
ter after around 10 labelled instances than AL. In
contrast, with the MNIST4 dataset, AL catches up
with the interactive visual labelling techniques as the
number of labelled instances increases.

Only a very limited number of test users partic-
ipated in this study. The experiments would need to
be repeated with a much larger number of test users,
in order for the results to be more generalisable. The
results were also obtained for very specific choices
of visualisation and datasets, and their generalisa-
tion would require additional validation. Labelling a
dataset can be a dull task. Three participants men-
tioned that interactive visual labelling is enjoyable
and feels like playing a game.

Some visualisations appear to be better suited
to interactive visual labelling than others. The

similarity map seems to be the preferred view for
labelling. This can be attributed to the fact that
the similarity map reduces data, gives an overview
of the similarity relationship, and is less complex
than SPLOM with scatterplot or parallel coordi-
nates. However, it is observed that when some exam-
ple labelling is already available, some users prefer
to use SPLOM with scatterplot for a more detailed
insight into the high-dimensional data space and for
label selection. It is also observed that users who
are familiar with parallel coordinates perform better
and are more confident in using it for label decision
making.

Parallel coordinates and SPLOM are suitable
for finding relationships between dimensions, identi-
fying clusters, and exploring data to make sense of
them. Visualisation of the labelled data in parallel
coordinates could be improved. As the number of la-
belled instances increases, it can become overwhelm-
ing for the user to find the next instance to label. A
problem found in all three visualisation techniques is
false labelling. When an instance is close to a specific
cluster, the user believes the instance belongs to that
cluster and does not select it for labelling.

Regarding differences in the two datasets, it was
observed that the MNIST4 dataset appeared very
cluttered in the parallel coordinates visualisation,
and patterns were difficult to discern. Therefore,
the results for this test condition may have suffered.
In the WB dataset, the dimensions had semanti-
cally meaningful names, and users felt more com-
fortable when choosing the axes in the parallel coor-
dinates visualisation and choosing a particular scat-
terplot from SPLOM. For example, users often chose
the access to electricity axis for labelling low-income
countries.

It is interesting to observe in Fig. 6 that active
learning often performs worse than random selection,
at least in terms of the simple metric of model ac-
curacy. However, this study only looked at the first
30 labelled instances, and AL strategies often start
poorly (because of the bootstrap problem) but out-
perform random selection in later phases (Attenberg
and Provost, 2010; Kottke et al., 2017).

In terms of improvements, one user mentioned
a lack of control over the arrangement of scatter-
plots within SPLOM. Another user mentioned that
parallel coordinates and SPLOM might be adapted
to show the most “important” dimensions. Such an
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idea is presented in other work using eye-tracking
(Chegini et al., 2019c). AL was also mentioned by
a participant as an additional form of visual guid-
ance (Ceneda et al., 2016) for visualisation tech-
niques. Another participant was curious to see the
accuracy of the classifier after the selection of ev-
ery instance, together with the number of already
labelled instances from each class.

7 Limitations and future work

While the findings of this study are interest-
ing, they also depend on a number of choices made
and require further analysis. For the experiments, a
number of settings were fixed, which could be var-
ied as well. Three specific visualisations (similarity
map, SPLOM with scatterplot, and parallel coor-
dinates) were chosen and these were used individ-
ually for the labelling task. Many visual analytics
systems provide multiple linked views and dynamic
brushing. Indeed, mVis provides these features too,
but they were not used in this study to simplify its
design. Multiple linked views and brushing could
possibly mitigate some of the disadvantages of sin-
gle techniques, and lead to a hierarchical selection
strategy. For example, users might want to select a
group of points as labelling candidates from the sim-
ilarity view, and then switch to SPLOM or parallel
coordinates for detailed selection and labelling. In
the future, support might be included for automatic
ordering of dimensions in parallel coordinates or ar-
rangement of the plots in SPLOM. To compare clas-
sification performance, three different AL algorithms
(smallest margin, entropy-based sampling, and least
significant confidence) were selected. While the se-
lected algorithms are robust and applicable for dif-
ferent classifiers, the design space of active labelling
is large and more comparisons could be made.

In the accuracy comparison experiments, it
is assumed that the user always assigns the true
(ground truth) label for a data point, once it has
been identified for labelling. While this corresponds
to the notion of a user being an “oracle” in AL, la-
belling errors could also be considered in a future
experiment. Users could be allowed to freely pick
a label, or even introduce a new label during in-
teractive visual labelling. This would increase ex-
perimental complexity, but allow even more realistic
assessments.

In many practical situations, the type and
number of labels are not known in advance, but are
determined in an iterative process. Also, in many
practical problems, high-dimensional data attributes
are often complemented with additional metadata
and background information. For example, countries
in the WB dataset could be presented as map views.
Including visualisation of such additional data and
studying how it is used during the labelling process
would be an interesting experiment to do.

In the future, it would be interesting to study
the dynamics of the labelling process. For example,
when the choice of labels changes over time, are there
learning effects during labelling? In the experiment
described in this paper, the number of labels was
fixed at 30. A future experiment could let the user
decide when to stop the labelling process. To this
end, feature and model space visualisations could be
helpful for the user to assess when label saturation
has been reached.

8 Concluding remarks

This paper presents a study comparing three
interactive visualisations with each other and with
active learning for the purpose of labelling a multi-
variate dataset. This study also explored subjective
user ratings for the three interactive visualisations
and discussed the labelling strategies employed by
users with each of them.

All three interactive visualisations performed
better than active learning algorithms, in terms of
classification accuracy (assuming that the user al-
ways assigns the correct label to a selected data
instance). The similarity map performed better
than both SPLOM with scatterplot and parallel co-
ordinates in both the MNIST4 and WB datasets.
Nevertheless, parallel coordinates and SPLOM with
scatterplot are useful in their own right, especially
for datasets where the dimensions have semantically
meaningful names. The results support the view that
a user-in-the-loop approach is beneficial for creating
training datasets. Finally, this paper presents some
ideas for future work and further studies.
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